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If as many lives were lost needlessly each week as in the Newtown, CT 
shooting, we'd demand that it end.  If we lost 21 times that many - 3 
Newtowns each day, week after week - we'd do whatever it took to save 
them. News flash: In the U.S. guns kill more people even faster (counting 
accidents and suicides). The NRA may obstruct and politically threaten many 
U.S. senators, but California can act effectively now: 8 bills have been 
proposed as part of the Lifesaving Intelligent Firearms Enforcement 
('LIFE') Act - loophole-closing reforms that we know will save many lives 
otherwise lost to gun violence. Those Senate bills, authors, and their effect 
in brief, are:

* SB 374 (Steinberg): Bans semi-automatic assault rifles taking detachable 
magazines; closes loopholes.
* SB 396 (Hancock): Bans ammo magazines over 10 rounds; closes home-
modification loopholes.
* SB 47 (Yee): Closes loophole that let gun industry sell assault rifle 
modification tool to rapidly change clips.
* SB 567 (Jackson): Redefines assault weapon to include a new shotgun 
with rifled bore and revolving cylinder.
* SB 374 (Steinberg): Expands ownership records to include all handguns 
and rifles with detachable clips.
SB 53 (de León): Requires a permit before buying ammo, broadening some 
local jurisdictions' laws.
SB 755 (Wolk): Expands prohibited-gun-owner categories: includes threats 
to an officer, gang-related crimes, illegal gun sales, and multiple drug and 
alcohol offenses. 
* SB 683 (Block): Expands current handgun safety
certificate to all new purchases, to ensure new owners have basic training 
and understand their new handgun.
  
Passing the LIFE Act bills will help end NRA's reign of political obstruction, 
expose it as just gun manufacturers' well-kept shill and hasten the day that 
NRA's 'A'-grade support is a 'scarlet letter' and kiss-of-death at the polls.


